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Section 1 - Premise: 
The following document sets down the rules of the Annual General Mischief 
for Yangon Hash House Harriers in the spirit of the rules first laid down by 
devised by the late great hasher Sir Gispert’s disciples of the Mother Hash in 
1949. 
 
Section 2 - Annual General Mischief 
The mis-management ofYH3 is mistrusted in a General Meeting of the 
members presided over by the GM. At least one quarter of the mis-
management committee must be present at an AGM for its proceedings to be 
ON. 
 
An AGM will be held Annually, at approximately the same time each year 
(May), and to be called for by the GM of the previous year.  
 
At other times AGMs must be called by the GM on the request of 10 drunken 
hounds or the majority of the mis-management who may do so far any reason 
in majority including but not exclusively given to debauchery or semi-serious 
issues. 
 
At least two weeks notice will be given of an AGM and one weeks notice for 
other General Meetings.  
 
The following points will be considered at the Annual General Meeting: 
 

• The previous year’s accounts  
• Report of the Committee. 
• The erection of the incoming mis-management members for the 

following year. 
 
A Committee consisting of the following shall be elected at each annual 
general meeting, a description of each role can be found in Section 4: 
 

• GM 
• Assistant GM 
• Hash Cash 
• Piss Master 
• Religious Advisor 
• Hasherdashery 
• Hare Raiser 
• Web Mistress/Mister 
• Hash Sec 
• Hash Flash 
• Hash Moosic 

	  
The members of the Committee shall have power to co-opt additional 
unfortunate souls, in the event of the erected holder of these offices being 
unwilling or unable to serve. 
 



 

Section 3 – Mismanagement obligations 
The duty of the Mis-management Committee is to organise and supervise the 
daily activities of YH3 and to make decisions on matters affecting it’s running 
when the general meeting is not sitting.  
 
It may not act contrary to the expressed wishes of the general meeting without 
prior reference to it, and always remains subordinate to the general meeting. 
 
Financial requests of members wishing to host special events for personal, 
impersonal, or charitable reasons must also be approved by the mis-
management committee following review of available budgets. 

Section 4 – Mis-management Roles 

4.1 A GM 
This person runs the Circle at the end of the Hash. The person is responsible 
for calling mismanagement meetings when needed and staying informed with 
all other mismanagement positions. The GM has the deciding vote in any 
instance of a tied hash vote This person usually is a seasoned hasher. This 
person can make any rules and/or traditions with regards to the Hash. This 
person is not responsible for buying any items for any Hashers. If the person 
so chooses, he can take over the weekly e-mailing of information. Remember 
- The GM is always Right! 

4.2 Assistant GM 
This person runs the Circle if the GM is not there. This person pours the beer 
(or finds someone to pour the beer, i.e. Beer Wench) and backs up the GM in 
any means the GM needs or wants. In the past, this person was in line to 
become GM, so served as Vice President first to get some practice. As such, 
this person was usually a seasoned Hasher as well 

4.3 Hash Cash 
This person collects money at the Hash and pays the Beer Meister and 
Haberdashers when presented with a receipt. Also in control of Anal 
Accounts, if mismanagement decides on them, and mis-advising on potential 
funding available for special events. 

4.4 Piss/Beer Master 
This person or people buys beer, ice, trash bags, and may supply cups for 
each week at the Hash. Usually what is needed each week is beer, softs, and 
upon request of the RA unbroken blocked ice when and where possible. This 
person gets reimbursed from the Hash Cash. 

4.5 Religious Advisor 
This person is third in command when it comes to running the Circle. He also 
helps the GM in anyway necessary, as the GM wants, and will generally turn 
virgins into sinners, host baptisms, and manage the Religious items like the 
Hashit and FRB item. This person traditionally preaches to would-be Hashers 
and spreads the good word of YH3 to neighboring hashes for potential co-
hashes.  



 

4.6 Hasherdashery 
Hash store. This person or people are in charge of getting items the Hash or 
mismanagement has approved to purchase, such as shirts, shorts, stickers, 
cups, long-gyi etc. They can either buy the items themselves and get 
reimbursed by Hash Cash or get the Hash Cash to pay for it, once they have 
done the artwork, found a vendor, etc. Haberdashery items should be brought 
each week to the Hash so they can be sold to visitors, virgins, and Hashers. It 
is also good if they go, or find someone who is going, to brother hashes to 
take the items to sell. Haberdashery is usually a good means to make some 
money for the Hash. 

4.7 Hare Raiser 
This person is in charge of sourcing Hares each week. If no Hare is found, the 
person must source markings of their own device (this can be shreddy, chalk, 
on-on stickers etc) and host a lottery Hash, source a live hare or set the trail 
on their own. That is it.  
 
*** Note: It is the Hare's responsibility each week to determine the proper location and give 
good DETAILED directions to the Start and the PRE-DETERMINED ON-ON during the circle. 
Directions should include the usual University Avenue meeting point for visiting hashers and 
the position of the circle with approximate circle time for seasoned YH3 hashers. All this 
information should be given to the web-mistress, AT LEAST a week in advance. **** 

4.8 Web Mistress/Mister 
This person or people keep the website/FB updated. It should have the 
information on the next Hash hopefully A WEEK before the Hash. The website 
contains pictures and information about other Hashes and events that are 
going outsideYH3 including FMYH3. Songs are also on the website for people 
to learn and sing at the Hash. 

4.9 Hash Sec 
The person or people take notes at mismanagement meetings. They also do 
a write up of the Hash each week (any form and length they want) and pass it 
along to the web-mistress/mister. If a weekly newsletter is passed out at the 
Hash, hopefully the upcoming Hare has passed on information and directions, 
which can be included. This person can do an annual year book (called Rear 
In Your View) if they so choose. 

4.10 Hash Flash 
This person is responsible for capturing any and all acts of hash debauchery 
that may occur during the run, circle or any ON-ON and all images, unless 
sensitive politically or culturally will be published for hashmusement.   

4.11 Hash Moosic 
This person creates a list of Hash songs to be published online for all Hashers 
to rehearse at any and all social events they see fit. They are available to give 
a note during any circle and create relevant Hash Hymns following 
memorable events. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Section 5 – Erection procedures 
An	  annual	  erection	  of	  new	  mis-‐management	  committee	  positions	  will	  be	  held	  
following	  the	  AGM	  under	  the	  same	  conditions	  for	  calling,	  see	  section	  2.	  
	  
Any	  member	  of	  YH3	  with	  a	  minimum	  of	  10	  hashes	  within	  YH3	  and	  an	  ability	  to	  
commit	  for	  the	  year	  can	  run	  for	  miss-‐office	  and	  has	  the	  right	  to	  vote.	  The	  
presiding	  GM	  is	  not	  viable	  to	  vote	  as	  their	  responsibility	  is	  held	  in	  deciding	  vote.	  
	  
Following	  the	  committee	  report	  all	  unviable	  members	  will	  be	  invited	  to	  continue	  
their	  miss-‐adventures	  in	  a	  separate	  area	  to	  the	  erected	  stage	  or	  to	  observe	  
without	  interference.	  Candidates	  are	  erected	  in	  the	  order	  listed	  in	  Section	  4	  of	  
this	  document	  by	  majority	  vote.	  	  In	  the	  case	  of	  a	  tied	  vote	  the	  GM	  has	  the	  
deciding	  vote	  (section	  4.1).	  
	  
Upon	  erection	  a	  down-‐down	  for	  the	  outgoing	  and	  incoming	  committee	  member	  
will	  be	  hosted	  followed	  by	  the	  next	  erection	  call.	  
	  
For	  positions	  unfilled	  the	  GM,	  Assisstant	  GM	  and	  RA	  will	  act	  as	  cover	  positions	  
until	  such	  a	  time	  as	  a	  volunteer	  is	  found.	  	  
	  
	  
 


